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The butterfly effect
1,7 million Swedish kroner. I can’t
remember if I have ever seen such
an expensive artwork in a gallery in
Stockholm. At McCabe Fine Art
there are thirty of them. It is Damien
Hirst who, late in his career, has his
first solo show in Sweden with a
number of works from “The Psalms”
series, made in 2008, containing
butterfly wings glued on painted
canvas. The only thing that is
interesting about them is that they
are so very expensive and that there
are potential buyers for them in
Sweden.
Quite a few of us have long thought
that the art market would crash soon,
that this can’t go on anymore, but it
just continues. It’s the same for other
investment object like old cars. The
luxury consumption stratosphere
doesn’t seem to be effected by little
things like financial crises.
	
  
	
  
	
  

It is currently hard to understand that
at the end of the 1990s Hirst, Tracey
Emin, Sarah Lucas and the other
artists under the name YBA, Young
British Artists, had a cool-factor as
big as Blair, Blur and Brett Anderson.
“Be here now” was the third album of
Oasis, it was awful but, the title
concluded the self-evident
contemporary presence that gave
the movement energy.
Britain’s political coolness died with
the war in Iraq and culturally with the
lack of focus from the creators so the
contemporary world moved on to
other things. Damien Hirst massproduces art for hedge fund
executives all over the world but
artistically it was a long time ago that
he made an impact. The butterfly
collages at the Östermalm gallery
reveals what kind of global hypercapitalism has spread to Sweden.
What kind of effect it will have
remains to be seen, but if there is a
storm coming it may be a tough one.

